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MEDITERRANEAN ENIGMA 

RIP 610 

1. The bulk of this traffic, called "Sued" by the Germans and 
"Porpoise" by the Britisfr,—is 'enciphered on the 3-wheel naval enigma. 
The remainder, called "Hermon, is believed to be a hand cipher like 
the R.H.V. The two types are indistinguishable by external character-
istics; both are sent in 4-letter groups with the first two groups re-
peated at the end, and on the same frequency schedules. The users 
are surface craft and shore stations in the Mediterranean, Aegean, and 
Black Seas. The traffic averages about 120, 30 and 100 messages per 
day, respectively for the three areas; Henno probably 20-30. 

The enigma keys are changed exactly as in Shark: Wheels and 
rings usually last two days (sometimes only one and sometimes three), 
while the Stecker and Grundstellung change daily. Keys for the Offizier 
(called "Winkle") behave exactly as for Limpet. The system is not 
in the K-book family. 

The operator selects a trigram at random, say PYX, at which to 
encipher the message, i.e. the left-hand wheel will be set at window 
position P. the middle at Y, and the right-hand wheel at X. To en-

cipher the'plain indicator PYX, the operator sets the machine at the 
Grundstellung in effect a.nd enciphers PYXPYX, getting let us say 
RGYViv10. He then selects two letters, apparently at random, say U 
and S, and sends as the two-group indicator; URGY SVMO. Nothing 
is known about the significance, if any, of these beginning letters of 
the two indicator groups; it is possible they may serve to distinguish 
Porpoise from Henno. 

2. From this encipherment of the repeated clear indicator, and 
the habits of operators choosing trigrams "at random", the six Grund-
stellung alphabets are found (paragraph 3 below), i.e. those in the first 
six positions after the Grundstellung. From these a strong menu can 

be built; iri:fact they need not be complete for this. Moreover, Banbur-

ismus (paragraph 4 below) enables one to find the middle and right-
hand wheelslexcept,that VI, VII and VIII cannot be distinguished since 
their notches are in the same placp (after M and Z). Thus the number 

of wheel-orders to fry can be limited to 6, 18 or 36 as the case may 

be. 

The bombe gives the wheel-order and Stecker, of course, and the 
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rod (i.e. core) position of the Grundstellung. Since we do not know the 

Ringstellung, the latter is as yet of no use. But all we need do is to rod • 

one message, and the day is ours. For since we know the Grundstellung 

alphabets, we know at once from the indicator what the window setting 

of the message is, and this together with its rod position yields the rings. 

, 
A diagram of the daily procedure described above is given here-

with. The entire job is usually finnished by 0600, leaving six current 

hours for the day. The paired day (paragraph 3 below) is usually out 

by 2000, leaving sixteen current hours. 

DIAGRAM OF MEDITERRANEAN PROCEDURE 

!Repeated Indica-

tor Encipherment 

Grundstellung 

Alphabets 

tBanbur smus Menu For 
Bombe 

Limita on Of 
Wheel-O\rderS 

Wheel-Order 

Stecker 

Rod Position of 
Grundstellun adding 

Decipherment 

Of Indicator 

Rod Position Window Position! 

Of Message Of Message 

Ring stellung 

Window Position 

Of Grundstellung 
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3. The first step in finding the Grundsteilung alphabets is to 
make up a "throw-on" sheet (Exhibit L) Suppose the indicators of 
half a dozen messages are 

I. AYZX TDAB 
M.XlvIK 

3. CZKJ LVITC1 
RPOF 13CPG 

5, VJYAF EnDp 
6. VRI40 IX Ar V 

Recall that the significance of the 8 letters is schematically 

123 456 
XLMR XLMR 

Thus in message if 1 the initial letters A and T are dummies (indicated 
by X); Y and D are the encipherrnents of the initial window position of 
the left-hand wheel (L) in the 1st and 4th Grundstellang alphabets; Z 
and A likewise for the middle wheel (M) in alphabets 2 and 5 respective-
ly; X and B for the right-hand wheel (R) in 3 and 6. On the throw-on 
sheet one enters D in the Y-row and L-column, A in the Z-row.and M-
column, and B in the X-row and R-column. These have been starred 
in Exhibit 1. 

From the 250 messages on May 17, all but three squares were filled, 
and these were readily found. The so-called "duds" - probably mostly 
Flenno 7 do not fit the pattern, but they are easily eliminated by their 
failure to' agree with the vast majority. 

The second step is to "box" the throw-on sheet. This simply means to 
find the cyclic components of the three columns (separately). Thus for 

the L-column we get the cycles: 

(ATYDOUGEIJ) 
(BPCOHVKMNF) 
(L Z W ) 
(R X S ) 

There must always be this pairings off into cycles of equal length. 

Perhaps the easiest wa.y to see this is to take the correct answer 

(Exhibit 6) and work backwards. With reference to the L-alphabets 

land 4 we 'see that 
E 8 - 3 
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1 4 1 4 1 4 

3_, 

It must take an even number of jumps to get back to the starting letter. 
Moreover, if we pick alternate letters we get L Z W AND R S X. These 
are the two cycles of length three, except that the second is reversed. 
This is clarified by brkeaking the above into two parts 

14 14 14 
L —4Z 

41 41 41 
R )X--)12 

For the throw-on sheet is the effect of applying Grundstellung 
alphabet #1 and then #4, while applying first #4 and then #1 yields the 
inverse thereof. 

But these considerations showing the origin of our paired cycles 
shows also what we must do to recover the constituent alphabets #1 
and #4. One cycle must be reversed and larded into its mate. A con-
venient way of doing this is to write one down in double on one sheet 
of paper and the other reversed on another, and slide one under the 
other, thus: - 

ATYDQUGEIJATYDQUGEIJ 

FNMKVHOCPB 

In the above position we think 
1 4 1 4 1 

I -----..‘F --J --->N- ----->A---> . . . . etc. 

This is the "correct" position, as can be seen from Exhibit 6. In this 
way we can read plain-cipher pairings in alphabet #1 very readily - 

they are the vertical pairs IF, IN, AM, etc. Those in alphabet #4 are 

so obtiined by sliding the bottom strip one place to the right: JF, AN, 

TM, etc. 

Any one of the 10 possible alignments gives a possible (partial) 

alphabet 41 (and #4), which can be completed by any one of the 3 

possible alignments of the cycles of length 3, making 30 possibilities 

in all. Now Comes the job of telling which one is right. This depends 
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ultimately on operators' habits in "random" selection of the clear 
indicator trigrarns. These habits are slightly different for the three 
classes of traffic? Mediterranean Proper (called "North Africa"), 
Black Sea, and Aegean. 

In Exhibit Z i haye liste,d in the columns labelled "Cipher" the 
last three letters of the first indicator group of 100 North Africa 
messages (on this same day, May 17). (In the columns labelled "Plain" 
are the actual window settings obtained therefrom by the correct Grunci-
stellung alphabets I, 2, 3 in Exhibit 6). txhibit 3 gives a frequency 
count of the enciphered indicator letters in Exhibit 2; for each of the 
three wheels L, M, and R. Although the I.C. is not used, I thought it 
of interest to compute it for each of the three counts: 1.28 (L), I.12(M), 

and 0.98 (R). 

Exhibit 5 is copied from their standard table showing the operators °

preference for the various letters in each of the three positions. They 
keep a running frequency count of the clear indicator letters used, and 
modify the standard table periodically in accordance therewith. The 
table is expressed in "half decibans". Generally speaking, if x repre-
sents in Softie way the likelihood of a certain event, then this likelihood 
expressed in "decibans" is 10 log x, in "centibans" is 100 log x, in 
"half decibans" is 20 log x. In "bans" it would be log x, but this unit 
(like a farad) is seldom used. Thus if the odds are 2 to 1 that your 
wife will be waiting up for you after an evening with the boys, the like-
lihood of this event is approximately 3 decibans, 6 half decibans, or 
30 centibans. In Exhibit 5, the number gi entered for the ith letter 
is actually 

= 20 log = 20 log (26f f) 

where fi is the relative frequency of the ith letter, andi := 1/26 is the 
expected average (truly random) frequency. Thus the letter L occurs 
twice as Often as it should by random for the L-wheel, i.e. fL - 1/13, 
giving it a. score of 6 half decibans in the L-column. Likewise J in 
the R-coiurrm Occurs only half as often as it should, i.e. f• - 1/52, 

giving it '6..'gCore of -6 half decibans. Decibans (and family) provide 

not only an additive unit of likelihood but also a ready means (because 

of the +'S and ;- s) of seeing whether an event is more likely or less 

likely 1thanvould normally be expected. Of course this idea per se is 

not new to us, as we used it in our work on transpositions, but we do 

not make such widespread use thereof. 
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The problem now is to select that one of the 30 possible alphabets 
which best tnatthes the observed frequency (Exhibit 4) with the standard 
table (Exhibit 5), Taking the letters occurring in the two cycles of 
length three, we may classify them as high +, low -, or about average 
o. 

Observed (el:ter) • Standard (plain) 

+ L. R Z + L R 
o X - oSWZ 
- S W -x 

We have three possible alignments: 

(1) Z W 
RSX 

( 2) LZW 
SXR 

( 3) L Z W 
X R 

Omitting consideration of the average frequency letters, 

(1) has three points in its favor: Lc=Rp. R cr-Lp, and We Xp; 
(2) has three points against it: Sc=Lp, Z.c= Xi,, and WeRp; 
(3) has one point in its favor, ZeR p, and one against, L=X. 

There is thus no question but (1) is right. 

Taking the pair of cycles of length 10, my technique was to en-
circle the standard highs and lows in black and red respectively, and 
put -F t s and -'s for observed highs and lows, and count points for and 
against at each position. Thus at the position 

+ ++ - + + ++ + - + 
• A T 151)D CC/11:),O,Z I 6) A T D'..(-2-113©g I 

Ng;i:c.; V(00 C Pit 1 
-+--+- 

there are 3"points for and 4 against. The winning position had 10 for 
and none .against, though F opposite D gave a good score of 7 for with 

none against. 

The actual technique employed is of necessity rougher and read-

ier, as this is carried on as the traffic is coining in. None the less it 

is based fUndathentally on matching frequencies of individual letters. 
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This point - technique of mine led to a dead heat between two 
positions for the R - alphabet. (Actually it seems surprising that any 

matching at all is possible with a count whose I.C. is 0.98, but it islY. 
After grubbing about in the intermediary frequencies, I arrived at a 

slight preference for one of them, and it turned out to be correct. 
However, such a choice can frequently be made by observing the final 

trigrams produced- 1E each case. 

In Exhibit 2 these are given in the columns marked "Plain". 
Those checked mean either that all three- letters are near each other 
on the enigma keyboard (Exhibit 3), or that two are laterally adjacent. 

Notice the "straight keyboard" RTZ in the seventh message listed. 
Another habit is to form pronounceable trigrams. About 20% have 

the form consonant-vowel-consonant (19 such in our sample of 100)1. 
Doubled letters rarely occur, and probably the EFE is unusual. I must 

say I can see small difference if the alternative R - alphabet is used. 
It spoils RTZ and turns LRH into the bad one LRR, but then it makes 

EFM out of EFE. 

' •Actually it is not necessary to complete the alphabets in order to 

make a good menu. About one and a half are said to be sufficient. Of 

course if L and half of R are known, we really know Grundstellung al-

phabets 1 and 4, and half of Z and 5. 

4, This section describes how the wheel-orders to try on the 
bombe are limited by the Banbury process. The day I worked on was 
MaY 20; not the same as in paragraph 3. 

The first step is to punch Banbury sheets for the messages as 
they come in. Two such are enclosed as Exhibits 8A and 8B. These 

enable any two messages to be compared for coincidences at any 

desired position. (This could probably be done mechanically on 70 

mm tape to good advantage, but the girls get very adept at it. It might 

be difficult to:pee trigrams and tetragrams on the I.C. machine, but 

its chief cicsadVantage to my mind is that slight uncertainty about posi-

tion. In its application to Mediterranean, Banburismus compares mes-

sages at specified positions; it does not seek the best possible). The 

regiltration number and cipher trigram of the message are entered on 

the sheet at thes time of punching it. 

When the alphabets have been found, or even before they are com-

plete, the clear trigram is written under the cipher one on the sheet. 

Bear in mind that the clear trigram gives the initial window setting of 

the message, and that the notches are on the rings, so the assumption 
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of definite wheels in the M- and R- position leads to a definite conclusion 
as to what the distance is between two messages. Thus the distance 
from DGF to DJK (Exhibit 8) is 5 + (3x26) = 83 if the R-wheel has 
no turnover between F and K and is a single-notcher, but is 5 + (2x26) = 
57 if it does have a turnover between F and K. If the R-wheel is a 
doubie-notcher, you dannat-reach DJK from DGF; hence Banburying 
these two messages does not make a direct test on this hypothesis. 

Comparing DGF and DJK at the interval 83 we find 6 coincidences 
in an overlap of 169, and at interval 57 we find 14 coincidences, includ-
ing a bigram, in an overlap of 195. These results a're entered on the 
Banburismus score sheet (Exhibit 7). Since wheel IV is the only one 
with a turnover between F and K, we enter 14 x over 195 in the 
column headed IV, the little x standing for a bigram. 6 over 169 is 
entered in columns I, It, III, and V. An X is placed in column VI 
(which means VII and VIII too, of course) meaning that the two-notchers 
are sitting this one out. 

The" remaining half dozen comparisons entered in Exhibit 7 are 
the only other fairly conclusive ones I found in about two days work. 
This stuff is likebilliards - it is one thing to know the theory of impact 
and reflection, of draws and follows, reverse and running English, etc., 
and quite taricither to play the game with any degree of facility. In prac-
tice, anYWI1iere from one to three of these score sheets are filled before 
your guess as to the R-wheel looks convincing, and then you must be 
ready with'a Second choice if the first "goes down" (i.e. fails, flops, 
fizzles) On the bombe. Generally the R-wheel is determined first by 
matching inessagesewith first letter the same before the M-wheel is 
attempted:. 'Othei-ikise you run into a multiplicity of intervals to com-
pute and try. , . 

The two-notehers are again inactive in the ENO/BON match, but 
the score of 11 in an overlap of 108, including a trigram (indicated by a 

little 3 encircled); looks so good that we are pretty sure the R-wheel is 
a single-notcher. TVL/TXK confirms this. GICIvI/GKZ and GUK/GZD 
make thingSlook bright for II and IV. BLF/BNO looks very disappoint-

ing, sinCe- the exPected number of coincidences in an overlap of 363 is 
14. But here we .observe that if the M-wheel is VI there would be a turn-

over between L'and N, and on the strength of this my guess was that 
IA = VI. The only direct confirmation of this(another day's work!) was 

AME/BON; and tests on other wheels gave negative results. For the 

R-wheel this givee a choice between IV and VI, and since IV was favored 

over II in bGF/DJK, my final guess was M = VI and R = IV. This proved 

to be correct. 
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tTh I looked at the score sheets for a more recent day. There were 
three - one for R and two for M - all about full. There were two tetra -
graphic repeats, giving 12 and NA both VI, and one score of 8 x /103 
verifying the latter, The rest was absolute junk! The reason given is 
that there are increasingly many dummies. But they get it out regularly. 

This brings us to ite- ftnak point of "dummyismus". Each message 
is marked with a percentage (in Exhibit 8 both are 5%) indicating the 
probability that that message is a dummy, which is to be borne in mind 
when evaluating the Banbury score sheets. _Isive herewith excerpts 

from the table in present use, but which will shortly be brought up to 

date. 

NORTH AFRICA 

, R 3230 3236 3240 5907 5920 55% (0 to 12 hours) 
20% (12 to 24 hours) 

U 3450 6520 15% 

L 4040 5900 7485 15% 
M 3140 4600 4604 3750 5% 
K 3620 ' 4066 5065 8430 5% 

. . 

AEGEAN 

10% 15% 10% 2% 

i• 
B 3480 

402 
4850 4855 Length: 0 -5-6--,%307-c—%

400 (Use lower value if call 

S 3370 4350 " sign not heard) 

BLACK SEA 

Similar to North Africa, except that some stations are singled out. For 

example, for group P we find "AQH 40%, Others 6%". 

The letters are put on by Scarborough after the frequency, e.g. 

3230R. Presumably they are groups of stations sending on the same 

frequency.schedule. Note that in Aegean it is based solely on length, 

while rnostlY-on groups in the other two. Incidentally, all North Africa 

call-signs begin with U, Aegean and Black Sea with A. 

5. This completes the description of how the Grundstellung al-

phabets are found from the repeated indicator encipherment, with the 

aid of operators' habits, and how the wheel-orders to try on the bombe 

are limited by the Banbury process. The construction of menus out of 
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the alphabets is clear, and rodding a message with a crib is old stuff. 
But in connection with the latter, let me add that Banburismus may 
again play a part. For if tetragraphic repeats have been found, it is 
quite likely that (we of these represents EINS. On the day mentioned 
above when two such were found, one of them failed but the other suc-
ceeded. 

:4-- • 
The remaining steps on the diagram page 3, are a matter of a 

minute or two, and should require no explanation. 

A word, however, about getting out the paired day. While it would 
suffice to obtain the Grtmdstellung alphabets, these aie not usually com-
plete before midnight. But by 1800 enough of the throw-on sheet has 
been verified (by values occurring in more than one message) to form 
a "query" menu, if, for example, we had found the cycle (LZW) in the 
L-colurrin of the throw-on sheet we could form the molecule 

oirTh-

(This sort of thing occurs also in getting out the Grundstellung when the 
Bigram Tables are unknown.) The borren is wired in exactly the same 
way as for an ordinary menu except that two machines separated by a 
query are wired directly to each other instead of via the diagonal board. 
Schematically, the wiring for the above portion of a menu would be thus: 

 I ; 
• I_ I 

. , 
4 

There is also another feature worthy of note, namely that it is a so-called 

"hoppity" job. This term refers to any bombe job where the Ringstellung 
of the 12-wheel is known, as it is in this case. It must be run on a bombe 

whose slowest wheel is the it -wheel, and in fact this is the reason for 
de signing the newer models that way. 

• ES -JO 
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To illustrate the procedure, let us suppose that the core-position 
of the notch on the R-wheel is known to be between G and H, and let us 
suppose that we have a menu involving six successive positions, as would 
be the case here. The bombe would then be run in the following order. 

1 2-.  _2_1_ 22 23 24 25 26 

1 ZZH ZZI ZZE ZZYL ZZD ZZE ZZF ZZG 

3 
ZZI 
ZZJ 

ZZJ 
ZZK 

ZZC 
ZZD 

ZZD 
liE 

ZZ41, 
ZZF 

-ZZF 
ZZG 

ZZG 
ZAH 

ZAH 
ZA I 

4 ZZK ZZL ZZE ZZF ZZG ZAH ZAI ZAJ 
ZZL ZZM ZZF Z ZG ZAH ZA I ZA5 . ZAK 

6 ZZM ZZN ZZG ZAG ZA I ZA J ZAK ZAL 

The machines are originally set as indicated in column 1, i.e. 
each machine in position 1 is set at ZZI-1, each in position 2 at ZZI, 
etc. The bombe then runs through all 676 positions of the L- and M-
wheels, fier which the R -wheels all turn and we are in the position 
given by column 2. The bombe continues running until column 21 is 
complete[ 'At this stage (at least formerly) the bombe is stopped and 
the M-wheel is advanced one notch in all machines pertaining to posi-
tion 6. After 676 more positions, it is again stopped and the Mr-wheel 
advanced for position 5. This "hoppity l  procedure is followed similar-
ly through positions 4, 3, and 2. I understand that newer models are 
equipped with a device which does this automatically but this point must 
wait until my education reaches it, Presumably the wheels actually ro-

tate in reverse direction, and the device paralyzes the carry-over mech- -
aniszn at the proper time. 

I believe it should be observed that there is no difference between 
a hoppity and an ordinary run if the crib is not broken by a turnover. It 
is in the latter case that the saving res. For then (in the above example' 

five additional runs of full length 26 must be made if the Ringstellung 

of the fl -wheel is not known or taken into account. 

6. For possible future reference, a glossary of terms is apperided 

herewith. 

Banburisrnus: a method of finding coincidences between messages 

by punching them up on special (Banbury) sheets. 

Box: a method of obtaining all possible constituent alphabets 

from the throw-on sheet by finding the paired cycles and sliding 

one under the reversal of its mate. 

E S - 11 
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Deciban: an .additive (logarithmic) unit el likelihood, 

Dud: no-conle-out; it 

RIP 6 

a message m a clifietent system„ 

Durnmyismus; The of ascribing to each message a probability 
that it is a dummy. 

Henna: the hand-i..ipher companion of Sued. 

Hoppity job: a bombe ilob with'Icnown Ringstellune of the R.-'wheel. 

Menu; Irnatter, bruseel sprouts, boiled pota;:oci:: and steamed 
pudding with jam sauce. 

Porpoise: British name for Sued. 

(atery Menu: A menu with some letters j.rrflc.wfl. 

Rod: as a verb it means to apply what we call the click process, 

a,click reallyMeaning just a confirmation; rod-position of a wheel 

or message means core-position. 

Screed: you-have hist read one - maybe. 

Straight KeybOard: a setting like RTZ straight off the keyboard. 

Mediterrane.an naval enigma traffic (sued. = south, of course). 

ThwifOn Sheet: sheet made up from repeated indicator en-

Winkle( ' 'British name for Sued Official-. 

E 8 - 12 



E1/41-111?.1T EXHIBIT 5 

Throw-On sheet 
For 17 Max 11/2 21, 

Frequencies of Cipher 
Indic. Letters (et., 

Standard Table* For 
Forth Africa Indicators 

L M il — 1 R r, M R 
-2.A 7 3 3 A -4 I 

P S P B 1 1 4 B 4 0 3 
C 0 G V a ______D. , 5 , . c -3 -2 -2 
D Q EF D 4 J. 7 D 2 3 1 
E I B C 2 2 ., / E -8 -2 -8 

- 

B M G F 1 . .5 4 F 4 3 0 
t Z L G 6 2 0 G 5 3 1 

H V T H 7 7 A 
. 

H 5 2 -1 
I J FW 7 7 6 0 I -7 0 -4 
J AR Q 3 4 1 2 J -8 -7 -6 
K M T A , K 4 1 . 6 4K d 4 3 
L Z V v L 11 5 5 L 6 . 3 . 5 
M N O S M 3 5 7 M 3 1 3 
N FL M N 1 7 4 N 2 1 3 
0 H P I 0 1 4 4 0 -9 0 -3 
P C XX P 5 8 5 P 1 2 2 
Q UC H Q 1. 4 4 n -12 -5 -5 
R X I L R 10 3 4 R 4 4 2 
S R U '0 5 2 1 3 SL T 2 2 
T X '0 K T 5 6 3 T 1 2 4 
U G T N U 2 0 3 11 -11 -4 - -7 
V X Y U V 1 9 3 V -3 -4 -2 
w 1 1 E W 2 5 2 W -1 0 -1 
X S D Et* X 3 3 4 X -7 -5 -4 
Y NK J Y 5 0 5 Y -11 -8 -6 
Z T A* R Z 6 3 3 Z -2 0 1 

* Values from 
Msg. #1 .104 IQ C. 1.28 .1.12 0e98 * In half decibans 

EXHIBIT 6 

CORRECT -GRUITSTELLIFG ALPHABETS FOR 17 MAY !IEDITERRAITEAN 

Plain ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPCIRSTUVwXYZ 
1 L MEUHBIPDPNTRAJQGOIZKCYXTVS 
2K PC BGO DT LI VIUFEAS VQ1i izREZ 31 
3 R UFTPLBXSJINETKQDGCHMAZYG"V 

Plain AH.CDEFGHIJKLENOPQR,STUVWXYZ 
4 L N IGVP at CI- DT X I t UEU Z 17 NO D S Lk -11 • 
5 K )(GSZPLBOVKJF))7MHEUTC*TQITARD 
6 R NGLXYPBOorilICKAIIFIVTSZRJDEU 
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c'‘H 

ENCIPHERED AVD PLAn INDICATORS OF 100 
FORTH AFRICA MESSAGES Mtv 

• 

(Th 

CIPHER PLAIN CIPHER PLCN CtPHER PLAIN 

Y Z X V X C, RQP LSD* SLU ZIA 
RFT L N M* RED LOP HVY DRY 
Z K J c W I  S r M Z F T* APZ MFV 
POP GEE H R R D V G* z T 0 SLO 

XPE 1,1 AL LTE EEL DAT 
YAP VPB DGY 

H P n 
171/F XRD 

LHV R T Z* Z P it 
B D W 
S Prllis VTV YEZ 

T 0 U K S A* Lb 0 IR L Q JJ 17 C CKR
I H C FUR ATF s E R* OCT PEP
EEC L T R* EPA L A U GUC 
U Q T G S /* JVE N R L 

P M R 
RCD LBP 

ZPS S A H* ATY M H W IHV F T Z* 
GIB PLF RVS LEE .F W I. I K E 
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RWQ L K 0* NMN J U X* GVN PRX 
MN? A F D* MEL ATE L M M R U T 
YVE V R F* APK MAN ELT B I M 
ICX .F B G* LTY R H W H ML DUE 
MAO A P f;?1 ASD M 0 P LED R T P* 
I G E F D L* EYE DPC H C K 
JWP NKD DKJ HWI EPD TAP f
G H N PTK DFU HNA JLX NIG 
Q V K ORN KZN TXK LNA EFU 
RAW L P v* LZM EXT AJO MYQ 
BNL E'F:E ZOC S E R* G K 0 PWO 

ERE B V I* PYS G J H* 
YNC V F.R* LIE E L F JPD NAP 
IVT F R M P V H C. R S Z V 
DOP H G -D* Z R K S V N 

T X Z K
GLP PIT 

I E H PUS XOE W E I.* HID DLP 
L LP R I:D AQK MSN TTL KHE 
OIQ 010 T F R KYC TNE K F L 
P PM GNT RXH LZS OCE IJEL 

XOX wQG 
Those starred megn all three letters close to each c!ther, or 
two laterally adjacent, on enigma keyboard. 

EXHIBIT 3 

ENIGMA KEYBOARD: 
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SJIERET RIP 610 

EITIBIT BA 

MESSAGE D G F 
7 8 

8 9 0 1 2345 6 78901234567890123456 
ii,(DAAAAIkAli.A.kAAA.AAAAAA.A.AAALAA.kItii 

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBraBBBEBBBBBGQ)B 
COCOCCOCCOCCCCCCCCOCCGC0CCOCCC 
1:IDDIaDDI:DBODDDDIMIDDIDDLDBODIDIDDDID 
ZEEESEEEEEEFTE--E-EiESEESESESESEEE 
FFFFFFFOFFFFFFFITFFFFFFFFFFFF-FF 
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 
FHITH5HHHHHHHBIIHOHHEHHHHB.1341EBBF 

4J(ib3JJ333.1.1333J3.13333.1333.13333 
AKKKKKOKKKKKKIIKKKKICKKKKKKKICKICK 
LLLLLLLLLLI,LLLIaLLLI,LLLLeLLLLILL 
M11 111111MMMMMIIMMIMIIMM/IMMLIMMMI4MCDPAMM 
MNNUNNFIENNUNNUNNHUNNUNNUNNNENN 
10000000000®0000000000000000000 
1FPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPC,FPPPPPPP 
.qpnQonengQ€00.1nonnpnriqqpri z qqnnn 
RE.RORRRRRRRRFERR. RRRRRRRRRRRRRR 

..SS5SS- S-SSSMSCIP,S535SSSCDSOSS5553 
":OTTTTT.T.7.TTT-09TTPTTPTTTPTTCTTTPT 
UUUUU'U'IT.UUUU-1.1UUUUULTUUUUUUUUUUU11 
ItV1/111/Thvylivy-Ifyvvvyy1/1/1/y1/1/1/1/1/VIT 1/11 
117WITIVIWWWWWWWWYTeD Ti 7 '5 VI YI 171 VI VI VT VI Vilk.1 17WIN 
XXXXXXXXXXX0XxxxxxxxxxXXXXxxxx 
TYYMMYYYYMYY01711.YYYMYY 
2ZZZZO,Z2ZZ. ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 

Note: X 
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1 2 3 
123456 7 89012345678901234567890 

RIP 610 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALAAAAAAAAAAA 
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N yNNEODTIIHNNENNNNNENNNITENNENNNE 
O 0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 00 00 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 
P PPPPPP-PFPPPPFPEPPPOPPPPPPPPPP 
qeqnnqqqnnorrnnn fl Z9 Q tog fl qnrinQq 
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VT VT VI W 17 TY V! 14 11 Ir. Tr n  V! TI VT 7 T! 1.7 71 7! 17 11 71 1V 17 
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Note:4 
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TOF SECRET 
bank 

EMT15-Tr SC 

RIP 610 

SUPER.-POSI TIO" OF LESS ICES DCF&DJK 
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